
Lot 1
Hever Castle Moat
RRP £175 (Reserve £50)
Original unframed acrylic on canvas
35cm x 45cm
Artist Patty Burt 
www.pattyburt.co.uk 
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Raising money to help vulnerable care leavers 16-25

Lot 2
Mottisfont Majesty 
RRP £175 (Reserve £50)
Original unframed acrylic on canvas
45cm x 35cm
Artist Patty Burt 
www.pattyburt.co.uk 

Occasionally, in life, there are moments when an event changes your direction. Just
over a year ago, whilst helping to run a fundraising event locally, I decided to see if
any of my paintings would be considered good enough for people to buy. I sold 5
with 2 commissions!
Producing a painting takes an artist through a myriad of emotions, ranging from
exasperation to delight. But,overall, it is immensely enjoyable.
Patty Burt



Lot 3
Reflect 5
RRP £450 (Reserve £80)
Original framed acrylic painting
53cm x 53cm
Artist Sharon Perris
www.sharonperris.co.uk 

Lot 4
Sunflower Box
RRP £50 (Reserve £15)
Original Painting on canvas
30cm x 30cm
Artist Sharon Perris
www.sharonperris.co.uk

Sharon's recent work is eclectic but always initially sparked by her surroundings
and love of nature. Making connections within her environment she aims to
generate a reaction from the viewer and awaken emotions and comment. Using a
wide variety of media, which ever best suits the image she wishes to portray, often
working 'en plein air', she works on a series and then moves on always inspired by
nature.
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Lot 5
Be Still My Soul
RRP £80 (£25 reserve)
Original framed pen, pastel and print
32cm x 27cm
Artist Chrys Healy 
www.artypumpkin.co.uk

Arty Pumpkin has a fascination for words heard or read - from the radio, papers, books,
poems, people’s mouths and a passion for drawing. The work is a combination of both;
printing the words with wooden letterpress type blocks onto images produced at life
drawing classes.

Lot 6
Oak Tree Headley
RRP £190 (£50 reserve)
Original framed acrylic and textured painting
45cm x 45cm
Aetist Ann Hoddinott
www.annhoddinott.co.uk

The paths, lanes and rivers in my paintings are reminders of the countryside that I hold
dear. I like to imagine the stories they conceal from the past and consider what the
future holds for the countryside with climate change and the constant need for
development of new homes in rural areas.
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Lot 7
Eco Treasures
RRP £120 (£50 reserve)
Original framed silk and machine 
48cm x 38cm
Artist Christine Highnett
www.cottagearts.co.uk

My work continues to evolve incorporating memories from far away places, from textures
and colour, including 3D work. My main inspiration comes from natural sources and the
emotions they evoke.
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Lot 8
Reflecting the Sunset
RRP £250 (£50 reserve)
Original pastel painting
51cm x 48cm
Artist Tessa Kirby
www.tessakirbyart.co.uk

Nature, light and colour inspire my work. Water, shadows and reflections in various
media. Oils, Watercolour and pastel let me explore the emotional responses to my subject
matter.

I have always painted, it is all I ever wanted to do. I love the challenge of having an idea or
being moved by the light, a colour, a mood and making it real.
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How to place a bid
 

Send an email to sarahmcgill@ypacf.org.uk and include the following:

1 - LOT number (painting number)

2 - Your bid (more than the reserve price)

3- Your best and final bid price (this will be kept confidential and Sarah will bid
on your behalf at the event in increments of £5 up to your maximum bid)

 

mailto:sarahmcgill@ypacf.org.uk


#9c77b8 


